Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
180 Haven Road,
Pullenvale QLD 4069

Email: malcolmr@conscious.com.au
Phone: 04 1964 2379 and 07 3374 3374
Saturday, March 10th, 2012

Gregory-Andrew: Hunt.
PO Box 274
Hastings Vic 3915
Gregory-Andrew: Hunt.
PO Box 6022
House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600

Dear Gregory-Andrew: Hunt:
Sent by Registered Post with Delivery Confirmation
Re: 1. Bolt Report, 04.03.12: Your position on climate contradicts empirical
scientific evidence, chokes the Opposition and destroys national governance
2. New evidence revealing that the MPCCC & parliament have been misled
Without prejudice
Watching your responses on the Bolt Report last Sunday, March 04, 2012 broadcast on
Network Ten I feel incredulous, annoyed and deeply concerned because your comments
fail to meet needs for integrity and accuracy.
(http://ten.com.au/video-player.htm?movideo_m=166979&movideo_p=44795)
You said, quote: "I always look at the evidence. Just this morning I looked at evidence
from NASA which showed 150 years of change, just progressive, progressive
increases."
Your words seem to reveal what I conclude is your deep ignorance, weakness or possible
dishonesty. You are highly educated. You are a lawyer. Do you really believe your words
would stand in court as evidence that human production of carbon dioxide, CO2 caused
Earth’s latest modest global ATMOSPHERIC warming that ended around 1998?
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Your position exposes what I conclude to be a lack of critical thinking and logical
reasoning or disrespect for voters and parliament. Referring to your statement quoted
above and to your party’s climate policy, you fail to establish cause-and-effect. Your
position contradicts science and in many voters’ eyes undermines your party’s position,
credibility and esteem.
On Wednesday April 27th, 2011 I flew to your Hastings electoral office at my expense
and provided you with fundamental scientifically measured real-world empirical
evidence and logical reasoning proving that human production of CO2 did not and
cannot cause catastrophic global ATMOSPHERIC warming. It’s summarised for you
below.
Meeting you and watching you open up during our discussion I sensed you care about
people. It seems you genuinely care about the environment. Thus I wonder why you
persist, without evidence of causation, in your belief that global warming was caused by
human CO2 production. By adhering to this belief contradicting science and by
condoning clear corruption of science, I ask: what needs are you meeting?
You are aware of climate corruption, fraud, lies and misrepresentations
Further, during our meeting I presented you with extensive, detailed, documented
evidence of the corruption, fraud*, lies** and misrepresentations that are the basis of the
government-Greens alliance pushing dishonest, false and unscientific claims about
human CO2 production. You sincerely described the presentation by me and by Gordon
Alderson as “the best” and “one of the best presentations” you’d ever received.
You were made aware of extensive, systemic and systematic corruption of climate
science by the UN IPCC, the Australian government and eight prominent academics
making extensive misrepresentations of climate and science. Those academics are
funded by taxpayer funds. On your request, you were provided with both paper and
electronic copies of extensive supporting documentation.
The opportunity was appreciated. Sadly, I’m advised by my MP’s office that Malcolm
Turnbull’s staff initially agreed to my meeting with Malcolm Turnbull yet apparently
reneged. You at least showed the courage to listen. Gordon and I both felt heard by you.
On July 5th, 6th, 12th and 20th though, your email responses failed to answer my simple
question, quote: "Have you found any evidence to contradict my basic points on the
corruption of climate science by the UN IPCC and the government? Have you found
any evidence contradicting my points on carbon dioxide? If you have found any such
evidence, please send." Thrice your answer avoided my fundamental yet simple
question.
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Noting the above, your position as stated on Sunday is, in my view, not ethical and does
not meet needs for integrity.
Your position reveals what I and seemingly many others see as your apparent moral
weakness and lack of leadership on this issue. People are now discussing this openly.
By spreading NASA’s supposed data you continue to support fraudulent and/or
deceptive claims misrepresenting science, climate and Nature.
Let me please remind you in good faith of climate fundamentals and then of the
corruption of climate science. If you consider my conclusions to be wrong I will be
pleased to receive your response addressing any errors in detail. Additionally, I am
available to discuss your views on this letter and will readily and publicly retract any
error you can prove on my part.
Using empirical science to examine your claim
Firstly, for any claim that we need direct action to cut human production of CO2, four
questions ALL need to be answered in the affirmative. These are:
Q1. Is the global ATMOSPHERIC temperature warming?
Q2. If so, is the warming due to rising levels of atmospheric CO2?
Q3. If so, is the rising level of atmospheric CO2 due to human production of CO2?
Q4. Is the warming catastrophic or even damaging?
The core and ultimate arbiter of science is empirical evidence. Empirical evidence
reveals the answer to all four questions is NO. It is resoundingly NO on every question.
Check for yourself:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/science_futility.php
and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdgpBfEGCbg with
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/malcolm3script.pdf
Lets consider your reliance on NASA’s supposed data. For raw data NASA relies on the
database used by the fraudulent UN IPCC. It uses GROUND-based readings of
temperature. That database is known to have been corrupted by poor techniques that
overwhelmingly fail to meet measurement standards. Worse, it is deemed to be corruptly
and unscientifically manipulated by vested interests to skew and misrepresent reality.
The database's programmer himself admits that the database is in a quote, “hopeless
state”. See first three paragraphs of page 4, here:
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http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/surface_temp.pdf
Fifth, the British Climatic Research Unit, CRU that 'maintains' the database prevents
access to the raw data by scientific peers. That is unscientific. It should be discarded.
NASA is funded by an American administration advocating politically driven controls on
energy. NASA has no empirical scientific evidence for the claim that human production
of CO2 caused modest atmospheric warming that ended around 1998. NASA’s position is
publicly decried by NASA associates as being contrary to science and politically driven.
Indeed, NASA satellites reveal that global ATMOSPHERIC temperatures have NOT risen
since 1998; 14 years ago. Yet NASA seemingly avoids using this data even though it has
been corroborated by weather balloon radiosonde measurements. The longer radiosonde
data history reveals the warming to be cyclic. Both the radiosonde and satellite data are
attributed a high degree of confidence in their scientific accuracy and integrity.
Thus a section of NASA known as the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, GISS makes a
claim of supposed ATMOSPHERIC warming yet avoids both sources of accurate
ATMOSPHERIC temperatures that reveal modest warming from 1976 to 1998 and no
warming since 1998. Instead, NASA GISS and you rely on corrupted GROUND-based
temperatures. Why?
As an aside, please note that over the last 120 years, ground-based city temperatures
have increased. See material from Endersbee & Archibald on page 18 of this link:
http://www.conscious.com.au/__documents/Thriving%20with%20nature%20and%20
humanity_single.pdf Can you discern any rise in ground-based rural temperatures?
In cyclic temperature rises and falls during the last 120 years and underway since the
Little Ice Age, at no time has any amount or rate of increase or decrease been unusual.
The fraudulent UN IPCC relies on (1) corruption of data that should be dismissed. Going
beyond your comment last Sunday on temperature, the UN IPCC relies on (2) faulty
combinations of temperatures with proxy data and projections already scientifically
discredited and that contradict established science worldwide, and (3) erroneous
computer model projections.
On the latter, the UN IPCC itself presents in its 2007 report Table 2-11. That table lists 16
forcing factors used to concoct computer model projections. It reveals that the UN IPCC
admits that of 16 factors listed more than 80% have a low or a very low level of
understanding. The sole factor it lists as having high level of understanding is widely
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questioned and contradicts empirical evidence. It is no surprise UN IPCC computer
model projections have already proven to be completely wrong. Yet academic and
government advocates of human causation of global warming still rely on model
projections as ‘evidence’.

Answers to Fundamental Questions:
Answer 1. The global ATMOSPHERIC temperature is not warming. It hasn’t warmed for
14 years. In the last 150 years Earth has never warmed unusually in either rate or
amount of warming.
Answer 2. UN IPCC data and other data prove changes in atmospheric CO2 levels are a
RESULT of temperature changes. Changes in CO2 levels do not drive temperature
changes. Instead, empirical evidence proves temperature changes determine changes
CO2 levels.
Answer 3. The variation in Nature’s production of CO2 shows that Nature alone
determines atmospheric CO2 levels. Additionally, reliable measurements of CO2 in the
last 180 years reveal that CO2 levels have during that time been higher than current.
Answer 4. Science and history both reveal that warming is not catastrophic. It is highly
beneficial to humans, humanity, civilization and the environment. Even though humans
do not control Earth’s thermostat, if we did we would dial higher temperatures.
I refer you again to:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/science_futility.php
Greg, even if Earth had continued to warm after the Little Ice Age, how do you consider
that to be EVIDENCE that humans are warming our planet catastrophically? Where is
your evidence that we need billions of dollars in Direct Action to reduce human CO2
production? How does it justify abandoning and tarnishing science that is responsible
for our modern safety, productivity, ease, comfort, security and health?
How does it justify you endorsing Julia Gillard’s, Kevin Rudd’s and Bob Brown’s
dishonest claims that action is needed against human CO2 production?
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The UN IPCC discredited by Inter Academy Council’s 2010 report
No window dressing can camouflage the clear comments and message in the Inter
Academy Council’s (IAC) August, 2010 report following the Climategate scandal that
rocked the UN IPCC in 2009. That scandal essentially forced the UN IPCC to be
scrutinised. The IAC’s report presented the IAC’s comments on its review of processes
and procedures used by the UN IPCC in making the UN IPCC’s 2007 report. The body
of the IAC report reveals that it is impossible for anyone to know which if
any statements in the UN IPCC’s latest (2007) report can be relied upon.
Peter Bobroff AM says, quote: “The body of the IAC Report contained many serious and
substantial criticisms concerning: conflict of interest, political interference, bias, poor
treatment of uncertainty, vague statements not supported by evidence, failure to
respond to critical review comments, and various management problems. These
matters are not merely academic quibbles but impact directly on the integrity of the
science assessment. The statements on bias indicate that AR4 was written by people
with conflicts of interest and obvious bias who examined only the papers that suited
them and who rejected or ignored any critical review comments and published
evidence in conflict with the IPCC’s view. The poor treatment of uncertainty brings into
question every one of the 800 likelihood and confidence statements in Working Group 1
of AR4. This refutes the credibility of AR4”.
http://tome22.info/Top/AnnotatedDocuments.html#id2
The body of the IAC’s report has been hidden by the Australian Academy of Science and
the Department of Climate Change, or at best negligently ignored by both. Yet the
Department of Climate Change agreed in principle to all the IAC report’s
recommendations. The department and Academy know yet do not disclose.
The Academy’s President when the IAC report was released, Professor Kurt Lambeck
was responsible for monitoring the IAC’s Executive Summary. He failed in his
responsibility under IAC guidelines to ensure that the report’s Executive Summary
reflected the body of the report. Wouldn’t a financial adviser be jailed for such nondisclosure and/or misrepresentation?
Please refer to associated comments on the Australian Academy of Science in the
accompanying transcript.
Since my meeting with you last April, Canadian journalist Donna Laframboise published
her book revealing that the UN IPCC cannot be relied upon in any way.
http://www.londonbookreview.com/lbr0061.html
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This is in addition to the extensive comments by scientists worldwide, including UN
IPCC contributors and Lead Authors. They are informally leading the spontaneous
worldwide public scientific movement exposing UN IPCC misrepresentations of climate
and science.

It seems Professor Will Steffen misled the MPCCC
Professor Will Steffen is one of four (4) ‘Expert Advisers’ to the Prime Minister’s Multi
Party Climate Change Committee. Among those so-called experts he is the only
supposed expert on climate science.
Please note that even though he was introduced by Greg Combet as being an
’independent’ adviser, Professor Steffen sat on four bodies funded by government and is
Director of the ANU’s Climate Change Institute that receives government funding.
Colleagues of mine in Canberra have a record of Professor Will Steffen publicly
erroneously stating in Cooma last year, quote: “the IAC came out and said the (IPCC)
science is sound”. As he subsequently admitted after being shown a copy of the IAC
report, Professor Steffen’s statement is false.
After pointing out Professor Steffen’s falsehood, colleagues received statements from
Professor Steffen that the IPCC was endorsed in formal reviews by all national
academies worldwide, ie, 12 or 13 academies. After my colleagues failed to find any such
reports they requested Professor Steffen provide links to such reviews. Professor Steffen
failed. He then admitted he relied on the Australian Academy of Science’s glossy
‘Question & Answers’ booklet commissioned by the Department of Climate Change. I
conclude Professor Steffen’s claimed support for the UN IPCC from formal reviews by 12
or 13 academies is false.
His reliance on the Australian Academy’s unscientific booklet undermines any claim he
makes of adhering to the scientific method and scientific process. Please see below and
accompanying transcript.
On Thursday, October 20, 2012 radio interviewer Alan Jones presented facts to
Professor Steffen about the body of the IAC’s report discrediting the UN IPCC’s 2007
report. Subsequently after what seemed to be Professor Steffen’s avoidance of directly
answering Alan Jones’ questions, Professor Steffen seemed to dismiss the UN IPCC’s
report and cast serious doubt on his advice to the MPCCC.
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The interview is available at the following link. Although the whole interview is
revealing, the relevant portion for this letter is from eight minutes and 30 seconds
onwards. To save you time and to assist your understanding I’ve personally typed the
annotated transcript for that portion for you. It accompanies this letter.
http://podcasts.mrn.com.au.s3.amazonaws.com/alanjones/20111020-aj2willsteffen.mp3
Please refer to these links:
http://tome22.info/
http://tome22.info/Top/Articles.html
http://Tome22.info/SteffenMtgCooma/IncompetentBriefing.html
The latter accesses correspondence by Peter Bobroff AM, to many individuals including
Professor Steffen, Rob Oakeshott, Tony Windsor and the Chief Scientist.
Among other conclusions, I draw two primary conclusions from Professor Steffen’s
comments.
Firstly, it’s clear that Professor Steffen implies that he gets around the IAC’s
severe condemnation of the UN IPCC by basing his advice to the MPCCC
solely on his own reading of the ‘scientific’ literature.
Having seen his public presentations and having two reliable scientific critiques of his
presentations, it’s clear to me that he misled the MPCCC. One of those critiques is of the
slides Will Steffen used with the MPCCC.
Secondly, given Professor Steffen’s comment in Cooma on the IAC report
and given his behaviour and comments during the interview with Alan
Jones, Professor Steffen seems clearly to have misled the Multi Party
Climate Change Committee.
Whether Professor Steffen misled the MPCCC deliberately or by negligent and
irresponsible omission is a decision for others. Based on Will Steffen’s many repeated
public falsehoods and misrepresentations of science I have made my decision.
From my observations of his behaviour and comments, it’s clear that Will Steffen is not a
climate scientist. He is a paid advocate and propagandist willing to stretch and distort
the truth and science to the extent of contradicting facts. I will be pleased to discuss with
you transcripts of his comments made in public meetings of the Climate Commission
held in Ipswich and parliament house, Canberra last year. Sadly, he specialises in
spreading unfounded alarm.
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Analysing the transcript of Alan Jones’ discussion with Will Steffen is revealing. Six
times Will Steffen falsely states or implies that support for his position and the UN
IPCC’s core claim is unequivocal. That was despite Alan Jones providing evidence
proving Will Steffen is wrong. Six times he repeats or implies his falsehood that scientific
academies in other nations have conducted formal inquiries of their own and endorsed
the UN IPCC’s core claim. That contradicts his earlier correspondence admitting to Peter
Bobroff that the academies did not.
Will Steffen appears to have decided he would contradict the facts to maintain two of
three core lies in the UN IPCC’s fraudulent climate campaign: (1) the science is verified,
(2) there is no opposition and the claim is undisputed and universally accepted.
Repetition of a falsehood is one hallmark of propaganda. Stating falsities seems to be
easy for him, even after being exposed.

Was the MPCCC gullible or deceptive?
Will Steffen works for the Department of Climate Change and for the ANU Climate
Change Institute. Both depend on the climate change industry heavily subsidised by and
reliant upon government funding. He has a major vested interest and only the gullible
would expect unbiased advice from him.
When appointed as the MPCCC’s sole ‘Expert Adviser’ on climate science, Will Steffen
was a beneficiary of government funding and had held four government positions. Yet
the Minister for Climate Change declared Will Steffen to be ‘independent’.
A competent committee would have insisted on choosing its own independent scientific
advisors and would have included diverse views. The MPCCC failed to do either.
Will Steffen is a chemical engineer with experience in academia. Climatology is not a
field where any practitioners have the history of successful predictions needed for
‘expert’ status.
Peter Bobroff AM advises, quote: “The legal view of expert advice is that it must meet
the requirements of fiduciary duty by considering the alternative evidence such as
negative aspects and risks to qualify as competent. To date it would seem that briefing
of the MPCCC has been incomplete, as it has apparently not included details of the
substantial criticisms documented by the IAC Review. More broadly, those deficiencies
render this expert advice incompetent”.
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Based on viewing Will Steffen’s live presentations on climate ‘science’ and on respected
scientists’ reviews of his presentations Will Steffen shows no evidence of any attempt to
minimise bias. The presentations’ conclusions were known from the start with a few
graphics and references included to give some appearance of science. Yet his
presentations contradict empirical science and endorse misrepresentations of science
and unscientific work. His presentations contain no empirical scientific or other
evidence proving human causation of climate change. This is Feynman's Cargo Cult
Science and his presentations were really advocacy statements. I’ve witnessed and read
of his answers to audience questions. Some contain falsehoods that I conclude reflect
dishonesty, irresponsibility and/or negligence. He is recognised as having a considerable
history of making public advocacy statements that damage his scientific integrity. Based
on evidence from respected scientists and on my own investigations, I conclude that Will
Steffen's presentation to the MPCCC is a sideshow act with no scientific credibility.
The MPCCC apparently did no due diligence on advice it received.
It seems likely though that the MPCCC is more than merely gullible. Twice I advised Rob
Oakeshott in writing that he seemed to have been misled. I notified him that the MPCCC
seemed to have been misled. Indeed, Rob Oakeshott had in his letter to me dated July
18, 2011 committed to meeting with me to discuss my grave concerns about his office
distributing material that misrepresents science and climate. Later, as the vote on the
carbon dioxide tax loomed in parliament and despite being notified of the MPCCC’s
dubious position, Rob’s staff gave me contradictory information. Despite my eleven
attempts to follow-up on his invitation to meet, it was not possible to arrange the
meeting with Rob. Five of my attempts were by Registered Post or confirmed facsimile.
In response to an inquiry by Peter Bobroff AM of Rob Oakeshott concerning Will Steffen,
Rob Oakeshott ditched the MPCCC’s sole ‘Expert Adviser’ on climate science and instead
claimed he relied on advice from the Chief Scientist. Yet the latter has never provided
any scientific evidence that global warming is or was caused by human CO2 production.
I am advised by Peter Bobroff AM that he separately notified Rob Oakeshott, Tony
Windsor and the Chief Scientist in writing of Will Steffen’s incompetent briefing of the
MPCCC well before the vote on the carbon dioxide tax. He has received no reply from
Tony Windsor, nor from the Chief Scientist. The reply received from Rob Oakeshott
failed to address Peter Bobroff’s core question as to whether or not the MPCCC had been
briefed by Professor Steffen on the IAC’s serious and fundamental criticisms of the
Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC upon which Australia’s Climate Change policy is
based. After listening to Will Steffen failing to answer Alan Jones’ question on whether
or not he had briefed the MPCCC on the IAC’s report I wonder whether Will Steffen and
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Rob Oakeshott are both being coy. It seems so. If they are the reason is obvious.
The key point is that in making its recommendation to parliament to tax
carbon dioxide, the MPCCC seems to have been misled. It seems unaware
that the UN IPCC’s report had been completely discredited by the body of
the IAC’s report.
Yet the UN IPCC’s report has been declared by the Greens and by Labor parliamentary
leaders to be the basis of their climate policies.

Last year you were given evidence that UN IPCC reports are fraudulent
I commend to you, again, the work of John McLean exposing that the UN IPCC’s reports
are corrupt and misrepresent climate science. Reading the UN IPCC’s own figures it’s
clear that Kevin Rudd was in gross error when he publicly claimed in 2008 that
government climate policy was based on a claim by 4,000 scientists that human
production of CO2 caused global warming. Soon after that I wrote to the PM’s office
advising him that the UN IPCC figures revealed that was grossly exaggerating reality. As
discussed in your office, the UN IPCC’s own data, obtained by McLean from the UN
IPCC itself reveals that only five reviewers endorsed the claim.
Now, if the MPCCC’s sole ‘Expert Adviser’ on climate science is to be believed,
legislation for the carbon dioxide tax and CO2 trading scheme relies solely on his advice.
Yet his advice contradicts science and seems fraught with falsehoods.
Note that the UN IPCC’s own data reveals that the 2007 report’s sole chapter claiming
warming and attributing it to human production of carbon dioxide (chapter 9) was
written by a close-knit cabal of authors in an interlocking network relying predominantly
on their own papers. Many of the authors had vested interests in the chapter’s outcomes.
Chapter 9’s Review Editor is Professor Karoly. That was despite him being the Lead
Author for the equivalent sole chapter in the UN IPCC’s 2001 report (chapter 12) that
was reportedly the basis for chapter 9 in 2007. In his responses to my requests for
evidence of causation David Karoly has repeatedly failed to provide any evidence. In his
responses to Alan Jones’ repeated requests for evidence linking warming to human
production of CO2 during an interview on May 25, 2011 Professor Karoly failed to
provide any evidence.
Significantly, Professor Karoly was a writer of the UN IPCC’s draft Summary for Policy
Makers distributed to national governments and media worldwide.
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This and much more was revealed to you in your office last April.

You were advised of government’s corruption of climate ‘science’
I have made written requests for evidence to the CSIRO, Australia’s Chief Scientist, the
Bureau of Meteorology and the Australian Academy of Science. All have failed to provide
empirical scientific evidence that human production of CO2 caused global warming.

Written responses have been received from CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Megan Clark and
Group Executive—Environment Dr Andrew Johnson. None contained evidence.
Two-way communication with the Australian Academy of Science’s Manager of Science
Policy, Dr Martin Callinan, a former staffer in the Rudd government failed to provide
any evidence of causality. I checked all 31 references to which he referred me as
containing evidence. They contain no evidence of human causation.
I have written to Dr Greg Ayers, Director of Meteorology, Australian Government
Bureau of Meteorology, BOM and to the previous Chief Scientist Professor Penny Sackett
via Registered Post and have yet to receive any response. Neither of these organisations
has provided to the public any evidence of human causation of global warming. I am
aware of others who have written to the BOM. Their responses from BOM contain no
evidence of causation.
A colleague in Canberra, Peter Bobroff AM made a formal request to the current Chief
Scientist, Professor Ian Chubb seeking to understand what action, if any the latter is
taking in response to the IAC’s review of UN IPCC processes and procedures. The Chief
Scientist has failed to provide a response. Given the Chief Scientist’s inability to provide
scientific evidence proving human causation of climate change combined with his strong
statements in support of the claim and his connections with the ANU’s Climate Change
Institute I am deeply concerned about the role of the Chief Scientist. In my opinion this
deserves scrutiny as part of a comprehensive independent scientific audit
and inquiry.
As advised last April in your office I have requested evidence of causation from all eight
(8) of the most prominent Australian academics publicly advocating that human
production of CO2 will cause catastrophic global warming. They are professors Flannery,
Karoly, Garnaut, Steffen, England, Pitman, Lambeck and Hoegh-Guldberg.
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I have received responses from all but two of the eight listed. In their responses all failed
to provide evidence of causality. All are directly and/or indirectly funded by government.
From their public comments, it is clear to me that all eight have misrepresented science
and climate. Many have made unfounded and unscientific statements that incite
unfounded alarm. Many have made false statements. I referred you to my documented
experience of some of these paid advocates. Please note particularly my documentation
of experience with and conclusions drawn from statements made by professors Karoly,
Steffen, England, Pitman and Hoegh-Guldberg.
You were given access to such material last April in your office.
Through his own unfounded comments and startlingly inaccurate and false projections,
Professor Flannery is becoming the subject of ridicule across the nation. Yet he remains
the Prime Minister’s Chief Climate Change Commissioner.
It seems that Professor Flannery is more than simply incompetent. His work seems to
have deliberately advocated unfounded alarm and contradicted empirical science. He
has investment and/or other relationships with renewable energy projects. He is on the
Advisory Board of Siemens, a major participant in building desalination plants for state
governments and fined $1.4 billion dollars for corruption in America and Germany.
These and other issues raise serious questions about conflict of financial interest.
Please refer to these links:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/political_scam_exposed.php
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/scientific_untruths.php
Waste and abuse of taxpayer funds is one thing. Ridicule is another. Are you
investigating Professor Flannery’s connections, his positions, his absurd unfounded,
unscientific and often contradictory claims and his funding?
Note the spreadsheet analysis of Professor Flannery’s book ‘The Weather Makers’ by Dr
Wes Allen, a meticulous and thorough researcher.
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom_exposing.pdf
How can Tim Flannery’s book that became Australia’s manual for climate alarmism
generate 577 problems such as ‘Baseless extreme comments’, ‘Failed predictions’,
‘Factual errors’, ‘Contradictory statements’, ‘Exaggerations’, ‘Half-truths’, …? The
answer is that Tim Flannery is not presenting science, he is peddling propaganda. He is
paid by taxpayers for advocacy on behalf of a dishonest and corrupt government. Much
of what Tim Flannery says publicly has been proven to be nonsense.
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At the following link you’ll find an expose of the Royal Society’s destruction of climate
science. The publishing organization is headed by Lord Nigel Lawson, former British
Chancellor of the Exchequer. His work as a retiree seems driven by his concern for
science, politics and the economy. He appears justly concerned about integrity and
justice.
http://www.thegwpf.org/images/stories/gwpf-reports/montford-royal_society.pdf

As the Royal Society’s motto states: take no one’s word for it. Demand real evidence.
That, surely is your duty is it not when you are advocating expenditure of billions of
dollars of taxpayers’ funds and when you are dismissing extensive empirical scientific
evidence and condoning extensive government corruption of science and contempt of
parliament? If I am wrong, could you please be so kind as to specifically advise where?

Destruction of national governance
There are bigger issues here Greg. Firstly, when government blatantly lies to shove an
unwanted, unscientific, unfounded and pointlessly unnecessary futile upward-ratcheting
open-ended tax down people's throat YET the opposition is knowingly condoning
corruption of science, the real issue as seen by many voters is abandonment of integrity
by Members of Parliament and consequent destruction of national governance.
Citizens cannot rely on parliament as it currently behaves.
Isn’t it your responsibility and that of every opposition MP to ensure sound national
governance and parliamentary integrity? Isn’t it every MP’s responsibility?
Can you see that it is galling for volunteers such as I? In my family’s case, we have made
sacrifices in my five years of voluntary investigation into climate science and corruption
of climate science. Volunteers across Australia are independently doing the due diligence
and work that you and your paid advisers have neglected to perform. I wonder whether
you can see our view that even though we are volunteers, through taxes we pay your
salary while you fail to fulfill your responsibilities?
If you are aware of any error in my material or my reasoning I’d be grateful for your
drawing it specifically to my attention.
Secondly, you have been made aware of systemic corruption of climate science by the
UN IPCC and the federal government and Greens. They waste taxpayers’ funds
promoting unscientific and false claims. Indeed, their core claim contradicts science.
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I am not simply raising a few mistakes to your attention. The corruption is systemic,
systematic and pervasive. The corruption and fraud has been coordinated by
government and funded by taxpayers. Members of the government and Greens have
been telling blatant lies.
When an opposition MP is aware of serious future environmental damage from lies by
Julia Gillard, Greg Combet, Penny Wong, Bob Brown and Christine Milne and is aware
of ongoing abuse of taxpayers’ funds camouflaged as ‘green initiatives’, people expect
oppositions to expose government lies and damage. The opposition’s role is not to
meekly enable government lies by joining in falsely and unscientifically demonising CO2.
Added to that, thirdly I emphasise the IAC report and new revelations arising from
Professor Will Steffen’s public comments. From his comments I conclude that he either
deliberately or by omission misled the MPCCC. Is he in contempt of parliament?
I understand that parliament’s passage of the carbon dioxide tax and ‘trading’ scheme
(Clean Energy legislation) was based on a recommendation by the MPCCC.
I conclude that the MPCCC contradicted fundamentals of science and principles of
making sound policy. It behaved contrary to the national interest. It seems possible and
even likely that members of the MPCCC chose to avoid their responsibilities and to
mislead Australians. Will you take action to expose the corruption and lack of science
underpinning the MPCCC’s recommendation?
Fourthly, Greg, when one disagrees with something that does not mean one has to
respond with another version. It is reasonable to simply disagree. Especially when
disagreeing is truthful.
The scientific and morally sound answer to Labor’s fraudulent carbon dioxide tax is not
Direct Action. Nor is it to cower from media scrutiny in the run to the next election. In
my view the correct answer is to reveal the corruption, lies and fraud that are the basis of
the government-Greens tax and unfounded claims. Revealing that systemic corruption
provides a huge opportunity to earn people’s respect and trust. In turn that will develop
their loyalty as the foundation for a stable future government.
Fifth, I am available to present to opposition MP’s material from five years of
investigations. This includes significant new material uncovered since our meeting last
April. The focus could be on revealing the extensive, deep corruption and fraud by
government and the abuse of taxpayer funds. If you want I can arrange supporting
presenters from the scientific community and experts investigating the UN IPCC and
extensive corruption of science.
I am committed to doing whatever I can lawfully and ethically to end the dishonest
and/or reckless and unfounded claims that CO2 will one day catastrophically affect
global climate. If you maintain your current public position I will do whatever I can
lawfully and ethically to reveal what I see as your ignorance, dishonesty and weakness in
taking a position that contradicts logic, empirical scientific evidence and Nature and that
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needlessly harms our national finances, economy, scientific integrity and security. Your
position increases the risk of a carbon dioxide tax remaining in place and associated
ceding of national sovereignty and extensive damage to the environment.
If, though, you demonstrate that you will change to expose the government’s dishonest
and fraudulent abuse and waste of taxpayer funds and reveal the corruption in climate
science and are serious about protecting our economy, I will do whatever I can to
lawfully and ethically support your work.
Sixth, I would be grateful if you could provide your scientifically measured real-world
empirical evidence proving that human production of CO2 caused Earth’s latest period
of modest, cyclic global ATMOSPHERIC warming that ended around 1998. Or if you fail
to provide such evidence and logical reasoning to support your belief and position,
please cease promoting the unfounded falsity. To continue your current position without
such evidence would be to knowingly lie to the people and to parliament, would it not?
Please fulfil your responsibility to parliament. Please act on the material I provided you
that reveals the fraudulent and dishonest basis for the government’s and Greens’ climate
policies. Please end the deceit that is the basis for the parliament’s tax on carbon dioxide
and that contradicts science and Nature.
For my children’s future I please request that you assist volunteers across Australia to
restore honesty and scientific integrity. I hope you want that for your beautiful children.
There is much justified community concern about the Finkelstein report. When we have
an opposition spokesman behaving as you do though on climate, the Finkelstein report
will have little consequence. Truth is already hobbled it seems—by the opposition.
I hope that you will grasp the enormous opportunity revealed to you and Coalition MP’s
in ending corruption of climate policy. Australia cannot afford another 18 months of
government lies. Australia needs the spotlight shone on the government and some
independents now.
Yours sincerely,

Original personally signed

Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago)
Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust)
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* Fraud is defined as the presentation of something as it is not for personal gain.
** Lie is defined as a false statement: made with deliberate intent to deceive such as an
intentional untruth; or intended or serving to convey a false impression; or an inaccurate
or false statement, reckless or otherwise.
My Personal Declaration of interests is available here:
http://www.conscious.com.au/__documents/additional%20material/Personal%20decl
aration%20of%20interests.pdf

Enclosures:
Annotated partial transcript of interview of Professor Will Steffen
cc:
The Hon Tony Abbott MHR, Leader of the Opposition by Registered Post
The Hon Andrew Robb MHR, by Registered Post
Senator Barnaby Joyce, by Registered Post
All federal Coalition MP’s electronically and supplemented by facsimile
Gordon Alderson who met with us in your office last April
Andrew Bolt by post
Alan Jones by post
Hedley Thomas by post
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